SCROLL SAW SAFETY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Use the following clues from the information about scroll saw safety to circle the missing words in the word search puzzle below.

D B R J O I I B S S H Q
Z E L P V O U Q W S E Z
L Q N A R G G I G E W S
I N J O D M M U M N Q S
E K Z U I E E E O K K K
M U O S N T I E F C F U
G U A R D T I D R I Y Q
H Y D G R G Y S Y H S N
O X O E E I Y Z O T M U
K B W B W D J Z S P V U
M O J U O N I R R A Q T
P L V A G G P H A T H C

- Adjust the hold-down to the __ __ __ __ __ __ of the wood to be cut.
- Your fingers must be __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ more than two inches from the blade when the saw is operating.
- Always turn the __ __ __ __ source off before making scroll saw adjustment.
- Prior to starting, assure the blade __ __ __ __ is in place.
- Always use the correct saw __ __ __ __ for the cutting task.

Note: Words may be written upwards/downwards, laterally, or diagonally in the puzzle and spelled forwards or backwards in all directions.